
Case Study

Textlocal & Create Data Systems

Key Challenge Solved:
Meeting industry demands and providing 
text capabilities within their software.
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Overview

Offering text message capabilities within their software was  
considered a market demand. In order to rival their industry   
competitors, Textlocal’s text messaging platform capabilities  
were integrated into their own software product Salon  
Precision via Textlocal’s API gateway.  

Challenge Solution Result
As part of the Salon Precision software, a 
quick and flexible solution was needed to 
provide text capabilities to their hair and 
beauty clients. 

Clients using Salon precision send text 
messages to their customers to remind 
them of their appointments. The API 
integration allows text messages to 
be sent as an auto-response to their 
system bookings. As a result the salons 
attendance rates have increased,  
missed appointments have reduced  
and therefore sales have increased. 

“Textlocal offered great support and 
the right pricing for us to make the 
integration possible.”
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Create Data Systems Limited, in collaboration with the UK’s largest independent hair and 
beauty group, have developed the cloud software ‘Salon Precision’ built for the hair and 
beauty industry. This salon management software is an application containing all the 
power and functionality needed to run a successful salon.
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Do you work in Technology?
System failure alerts
Simple coding with your network means that SMS alerts can be sent to  
the relevant people as soon as something goes wrong, or to confirm  
that everything is running smoothly

API integration
The simple integration to Textlocal from existing software means that  
the system automatically sends out the targeted messages quickly  
and efficiently, keeping customers up to date and informed

PC repair notifications
Alert customers by text message when their machine is ready  
to be collected, reminding them of opening times and costs

Send details of PC repairs and costs
Attach a breakdown of repairs and costs as a link in a  
text message as a Word doc, PDF or Power Point
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We work with over 100,000 UK 
businesses in your industry, including

Find out more
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